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PART

I.

Chapter

1.

INTRODUCTION.
In

of

considering the general personal liability

stockholders in a corporation,it will be well to first
enquire,what persons or classes of persons are liable
for its

acts.

A corporation aggregate,being a collec-

tion of individuals endowed with sovereign authority,with
the faculty of suing and being sued,of holding and transmitting property, and of acting as one person ,-ith

re-

ference to those matters which are within the objects of
its creation,

Certain properity and persons are al-

ways liable for its acts (See Thomas v Dakin,22 Wend.
9-112).

When a corporation incurs a liability

may be on contract or for a tort,or
in

which

imposed by statute

the nature of a penaltywe have primarily the lia-

bility of a corporation for such acts,and its

assets,

including the capital stock,must be taken for such purpose;

and secondarily,the trustees or directors have an

additional liability

for any fraudulent

acts which are

2.
conmztted by them,and for all
thirdly,the

ultra

vires acts; and

stockholders,in addition to the anount of the

stock subscribedby them,are personally made liable by
statute for certain acts of the corporation.
liability

This

differs according to the character of the cor-

poration,and the statutes of the state where the company
was organized.

This third class of persons forms the

subject of our investigation.

3.
Sec.

2.

quire rights and liabilities
scribing for its

A person may ac-

BY SUBSCRIPTION.
in

a corporation by sub-

stock,by purchasing stock from individuals

and by receiving stock by way of gift,devise or paedge.
The forms of contracts to take shares in

the

stock of a corporation may differ,as where the certificate
issued by a corporation in the ordinary form of a certificate of stock but containing a promise on the part of
the corporation to pay interest thereon until the happening of a specific event,constitutes the person to whom
it

is

issued a stockholder

and member of the company.

(See McLaughlin v Detroit and Mill.R.R .Co ., 8 1.ich.100)
But in

all

cases the legal relations occasioned by the

contract are similar,and a contract of this kind is
contract to subscribe funds
510;

a

(Taylor on Corporations,sec.

Union Ice Company v Hoge,21 How.

stitute a person a shareholder it

is

35) .

To con-

not necessary that

a certificate of stock should have been issued to him. It
is

sufficient that stock has been apportioned to a per-

son on the books of a corporation, although the subscription was made by an agent at the request of the person
subscribing.

The certificate or script is

not a trans-

4.
fer from the corporation,but merely evidence of an existing right
Co.

(Burr v YTilcox,

v Dewey,

16 Mass.

22 T. Y.
It

94)

is

551;

Glass

Chester

the settled l=vJ of the

United States Supreme Court and of most of the states
that a subscription for shares implies a promise of the
subscriber to pay for them(Taylor on Corporations,Sec.
513; Upton v Tribilcock,
31 7. Y.

91 U.

S.

45; Dayton v Borst,

433)

Sec.

3.

A CONTRACT OF SUBSCRIPTION.q

A contract of subscription is
to fix a person with the full

not always necessary

liability

der to creditors of the corporation.

of a stockholThe mere accep-

tance of shares of the stock by him will have this
fect
Vend.

ef-

(Nulton v Clayton,55 Ioa.425; Spear v Crawford,14
20)

But if

no certificate of stock has been

issued to and accepted by the person sought to
a written contract of subscription is
sary to bind him as a shareholder
Clarke,

29 Pa.

St.

146)

be charged,

ordinarily neces-

(Pitsburg R.Co.,

A verbal promise to take and

pay for shares will not be binding(Fanning v Ins.
37 Ohio St. 339).

ec

7

v

7.

Co.,

Se c . 4.

PARO L AGREEIMIJITS.

All parol agreements and secret understandings between the subscriber and the agent of the corporation who
procures the subscription in

any way contrary to its

terms,are voidand the subscription is

enforceable

as if

no such agreements or understandings had existed(Pistaqua Ferry Co.

v Jones,39 N.H.

491; Taylor,

gives other numerous citations)

section 521,

A secret agreement

made with a subscriber to the stock of a railroad corporation who subscribed with others,that he shall pay
only a part of his subscription,is fraudulent as to the
other subscribers,and void, and his subscription will be
valid and binding for the whole
& Southern Wi s.R.R.Co .,v

Sec. 5.

wmount thereof.(Galena

Ennor,116 Ill.55)

EXISTENCE OF THE CORPORATION.

If the corporation is in existence at the time when
the subscription is

made,then,unless

the subscription takes

the form of a proposal by the corporation and an acceptance by the subscriberjit must necessarily be regarded
as a proposal by the subscriber to become a shareholder,
so that in

order to make a binding contract the proposal

6.
must be accepted by the corporation(Thompson on CorR.Co.

porations,section 1177; Carlisle v Saginaw V
318; Parker v Northern Central R.

27 Mich.

Co.,

33 Llich.

23)

Sec.
If

CONDITIONS IMPOSED.

6.

the contr act to subscribe is

conditioned on the

subscription of a certain amount,it may not be enforced
until that amount is
Co.

v Hockman,

38 Ill.

215;

Maine,185;

28 Pa.

subscribed(Phila.
318;

St.

Belfast & M. L.

Monadnock R.

R.

R.

& Westchester R

R

Chase v Sycamore R. R. Co.
R.

v Felt,

Co.,
52 N.

v Coltrell,
H.

66

379; Taylor

on Corporations,section 518; Morris Canal Co.

v Nathan,

2 Hall(N.Y.)239) .
The New York Stock Corporation law provides in
section 4-1,that

at the time of such subscribing every

subscriber,whose subscription is payable in money,shall
pay to the directors ten per centum upon the anount subscribed in

cash by him,and no subscription shall be re-

ceived or taken without

such payment.

In

general

whatever conditions are imposed on the corporation by
the subscription contract must be performed before the

7.
contract can be enforced(Santa

Cruze R.

R.

Co.,

v Schwartz,

53 Cal. 106; Thompson v Olever, 13 Iowa,417; Swartwont v
Mich. Air Line R.R. Co.,24 Mich,339; Taylor,Sec.518)
Subscribers to the stock are liable upon their subscription if

there is

user by the corporation,and it

is

suf-

ficient to show that a valid debt has been contracted
before the capital stock was paid in
property to fix

either in

the statutoiy liability

of a stockholder.

(National Tube Works Co.,v Gilifillan,

Sec.
In
in

7.

all

cash or

124 N.

Y.

302)

UNPAID SUBSCRIPTIONS.
cases the stockholder is

liable to make good

some form of proceeding for the benefit of creditors

of the corporation,whatever remains unpaid on his shares
at their par value according to the tenor of the contract
of subscription entered into by him or his assignor.(Walker v Lewis,

49 Texas,123)

Beyond this

does not extend except where it

his liability

has been enlarged by

constitutional or statutory provisions(Jackson v Meek,
87 Tenn.

69)
A shareholder indebted to an insolvent cor-

poration for unpaid subscriptions cannot against his
liability

therefore set off a debt owing hi.- from the

8.

a statute may permit such set off(Appleton

corporation,but

He is

v Turnbull 84 Maine ,72)

bound as a share-

first

holder to pay whatever may be due on his share whereupon
he will be entitled to participate in

the assets of a

corporation rateably With the other creditors(Sawyer v
Lawrence v Nelson,21 N.

Hoge,17 W1allace,610;
Carbon Co.,v Mills,

Sec.
In

8.

73 Iowa,410; Taylor,sec.

158;

Bolton

729)

CAPITAL STOCK ISSUED UNPAID.

New,York,,The

poration shall jointly
ble to its

Y.

stockholders of every stock corand severally be personally lia-

creditors to an amount equal to the amount

of the stock held by thorn respectively,for every debt of
the corporation, until the whole amount of its

capital

stock issued and outstanding at the time such debt wac
XXaXN,was incurred,shall have been fully paid(Stock
Corporation Law,

section 54,

Laws of 1892)

It

is

issued and outstanding stock that must be paid in
not the whole capital as fornierly(Laws of 1848,
section 10; Laws of 1875,
In

Cap.

611,

the

and

cap.

40,

para,-raph 37)

Maryland the several stockholders of the

corporation are individually

liable until the whole amount

9.
of its

capital stock shall have been paid in,for any

debts of the corporation contracted before that time(-.lorean's Digest ,216;
holders,

Sec.
M. Y.

sec.

9.

37 L1,Td.

522; Thompson on Liab.Stock-

38)

Discharge of a Stockholder under Act of'

Laws 1348,

cap.

40.

1here the stock of a corporation has not been paid
in,and in

an action to inforce the individual liability

of a stockholder,and the stockholder who was also president of a manufacturing corporation advanced to it
to pay its

money

workmen,and paid out the same to them,it was

held that he thereby became a creditor,and this was a
defence to an action by another creditor of the corporation
against him as stockholder,and that this
defendant had

een compelled to pay the claims in

charge of the liability

dis-

imposed by said act upon the

stockholders to pay laborers,etc.,
stockholder is

was so even if

It seems that a

absolutely discharged from his liability

to creditors under the above act by payment of an amount
equal to his stock on legal compulsion,and probably by
voluntary payment to any

creditor for whose debt he is

liable(M1:altiez v Needig,

72 }1.

Y.

100)

10.
10.

Sec.
filed

Certificate of Incorporation not properly

under Laws N. Y.

18fD,

cap.

576.

Where the original capital of a corporation was
l')12,000.

and not fully paid in,nor a certificate filed,but

on an increase
ing:

of the capital a certificate was filed stat-

"The whole of the said capital stock of

has been sold and all

but

paid in"

creased capital stock was not in

12,000.

but the in-

fact paid in

in

full and

defendant who bought two shares of such increased stock
was sued by the assi, ior of the creditor of the corporationit

was held that plaintiffs

were not prejudiced by

the claim of defendants that the purchase of stock was
induced by fraud,and the defendant was liable on the notes
issued by the corporation(Moosebrugger v Walsh,89 Hun.
By the laws of 1892,
Stock Cor.

Laws.

the liability

$64)

section 54 of the New York
of stockholders in

bu-

siness corporations has been altered so that a stockholder
can no longer be made liable for debts because the directors fail

to file

a prescribed certificate,or

entire capital stock has not .een

because the

paid in(See Alb.

nal,vol xlvi%,p 267, Article by D.A.Jones).

Law .Jour-

11.

In Rhode Island and

Te-r

Vaxiapshire the statute

imposes a liability upon stockholders for a failure to
pay in the entire capital stock and to file a certificate
of the fact of payment(Public Statutes,R .I . 385-6; Pub.
Stats. N. H.

1891,p.416).

In En,,land,and in

a large proportion of our

statesone rule has been ado-pted,and the stockholder is
hold liable only to the extent of the unpaid stock held
by him.

In many places a special liability

and emloyees is

to laborers

iuosed,and ther-e is a personal respon-

sibility for participating in

acts ',,1ich impair the ca-

-pital of the borporation,or where incorporators act as
partners but the one general rule of liability is that
each stoe holder's obligation to see that the cgital of
the corporation is made good,ends when 'is own stock is
full paid(In Eng. see BuckleYs Companys Acts,6th. Ed.1891;
in Mlaine,Dyer's M.aine Corp .Lars,1891,73; in Ilass. Tucker's Manual of Bus. Corp .1888,72; in Conn. Beach on Joint

19 8 44:

Stock Act,1891,4;

i n

eoln,

1o

-

in ,e,- Jersey, Corbin's _ .J Act, 1891,3-;

in Pa. Freedley's Corp. Law.1890,37-115; in Dist.Colmnbia,Revised Statutes,107b-4,5-74; in Mich.l Howell's
Anno.Stat.,sec.4ol7;

in Ill. Root's Corp.Laws,4th. Ed.

12.
1890,20-21;

11 Kelly's Stat,1S91,p .702, sec. 2 4 5 5 -

1is, Rev.Stat .,1878, 512; in

2658; in
Anno.

in Minn.

Iowa,1 McClain's

Code,404-7; in MissouriState Const.

9,1889; in Oregon, Const.
108; in

Col.

Art.

Art 11, Hill's Anno.

1 Mills An~o.

St.

1 Gen. Laws,188I,p.301,sec.64;

1391,

12,

sec.

Laws,189 2 ,

627; in Margland

in Ga.,Code,1332,sec .1676,

subd.3; in Texas,l Sayles Civil Stat. 221; in Ken.,Gen.
Stat,IS83,766; in Arkansas, Dig. of Stat.,1834,135,33 4 ;
in

Ala.,Const.,Art 14, Code,iS36,vol.i,p.47)

Sec.

11.

DE FACTO CORPORATIONS.

When a person has subscribed for shares in a de
facto existing corporationhe cannot plead to a suit
brought on his subscription that there are any irregularities in the organization of the corporation(Taylor,Sec.
537; Chubb v Upton's Assignoves,95 N. Y. 665; Buffalo
R R Co.,

v Cary,26 I. Y. 120)

13.

Chapter II.

Sec

1.

BY PUR CHA,:E.

Stock may be acquired by purchase in
by private sale.

open market or

To render such a transaction valid and

binding on all parties ,certain rules and regulations rmlst
be followed according to the statute las
and the bye laws

of the state

and regulations of the corporation.

The constitution or bye 12ws of the corporation
may contain provisions regulating the transfer of shares.
If

these provisions are not observed,neither the share-

holder nor his transferree may t sk-e advantage of the
non-observance(Johnson v Underhill,52 N.
v Marblehead Social Ins.
ers,

40 Cal.

Co.,

614; Taylor,sec.

10 Mass.
589)

Y.

bility

Quiner

476; Parrott v ByThough on the one

hand the corporation may refuse to recognize
transfer,still

203;

an irregular

in most cases of irregular transfers,lia-

may attach to the transferee(Upton v Burnham,3

Biss.,431;

Cheltenham R R Co., v Daniel,2 Eng.R'y Ca.728;

Taylor, sec. 589)

14.
In New York creditors may hold the reristered
stockholders liable even though they are not the real
owners of the stock (Wakefield v Far -o,90 1I.

213)

Y.

A

person becomes legally intitled to shares by havin- them
transferred to him on the books of the corporation,a
certificate

( Hawley v Upton,

being but evidence

314; Agricultural Bank v Burn,

24 Me.

102 U. S.

556; Taylor,sec.

587)
Sec. 2.

STOCK REGISTERS.

Under statutes requiring stock registers to be kept,
it

is

not necessary in order to constitute one a stock-

holder so as to hold him liable for the corporation's
debts,that his name appears as such on the books (Evans v
Bailey,

66 Cal.

Sec.

3.

112)

TRANSFeR OF SHARES NOT FULLY PAID UP.

The transferee

(on the books of the corporation) of

shares that are not fully -paid up,is liable for calls
made for the unpaid portion diring his onership (Yiebster
v Upton, 91 U.
530;

S.

65; Hartford Co.,

Cowles v Croimrell,

25 Barb.

v Boorman,

413)

/a

/-J

12 Conn.

15.

Chapter III.

Sec.

1.

BY GIFT AND DEVIS.

A person may acquire
and where a

ift

is

shares in

made in

a corporation by gift,

good faith and not for the

purpose of divesting the transferror of liability

in

an

insolvent corporation,and the proper entries are made on
the books of the

cororation,the

transferror is

relieved

from liability,and the donee or transferree becomes the
legal owner of the shares.
It

is

essential to the validity of a gift that

it should be executed,and this can only be done by delivery.and where it

is

incapable of manual delivery,by de-

livery of the symbol which represents it,-per
tice L.atthews:"the instrument or document must

11r.

Jus-

be the

evidence of a subsisting obligation and be de 2 ivered to
the donee so as to vest him with an equitable title to the
fund it

represents,and to divest the donor of all

sent control and dominion over it
U.

S. 602; Thornpson,v(l. ii,

pre-

(Basket v Hassul,117

sec.2391).

The doctrine that an intended gift of shares
cannot be converted into an unintended trusthas been re-

16
peatedly affirmed (Antrobus v Smith, 12 Ves. 39; Haertley
v Nicholson.19 Eq.

233; Beech v Keep,18 Beav.235; Bal-

v Mali,65 Md.

timore Co.,

But on the other hand a

93).

re'-,istration of the transfer on the books of the company
is

A

not sssential to the validity of a gift of shares.

delivery of the certificate coupled with the execution of
an express power of attorney to the donee to transfer the
shares oh the company's books,inkes him substantially
dominus of the sharessince he needs no further assistance from the donor and can compel registration by the
company (M.ilroy v Lord, 4 DeGex Fisher 3 Jones,264;
Stone v Hackitt,12 Gray,227; Cusl~ian v Thayer Co.,76 N. Y.
365; Ames Cases on Trusts,p .155)
in

It

has been decided

Grymes v Hone,49 N. Y. 17,that a deed of transfer with

an express poer of attorney should be as effectual

as a

delivery of the certificates.
A delivery of the certificates as a gift,carries by necessary inplication a power to transfer the
shares on the company's books,and this implied poWOroe

is

as

effectual as an express power to give the donee dominion
over the shares -7-ether the transaction be a Fift intervivos or not (Allerton v Sang,
125 1. Y. 572;
21 Atl. Rep.

10 Bosw. 362; Ridden v Thra-li

contra--Mlatthews v Hoagland'9l IT.J.Eq.;

1054,as a donatio mortis causa,see Walsh v

17.

Sexton,55 Barb. 351).

,

If a donor,instead of taking an obligation
in his owrn name in trust for the donee,takes it
name of the donee,the gift is

in the

co-plete and irrevocable,

not-,ithstanding the donee's ignorance of the transaction

(Standing v Towvring,31 Ch.D.282; 27 Ch.D.341;Smith v
Bank of Washington,5 S. & R. 318; Reid v Roberts,35 Pa.
84)

Sec. 2.

BY DEVISE.

Shares are Personal Property.
Contrary to early opinion,it is now generally agreed
that shares of stock in

a corporation are personal pre-

perty whether they are declared to be such by statute or
notand whether the property of the corporation itself
is real or personal (Drybutter v Lartholomew,2 P.Wms.127;
Townshend v Ash,3 Atk.336; Russell v Temple,3 Dane Arbr.
108; Tregear v Etiwanda Water Co.,76 Cal. 537; Seward
v Rising Sun,

79 Ind. 351; Thonpson on Corps. sec. 1066).

As the shares of all corporations are personal property,
they pass on the death of the holder,not to his heir,but to
the personal representative (Thompson o.
Accordingly the devisee of shares in

Corps.

sec.3317)

a corporation can

18.
only acquire title to them after the settlement of the
estate of the deceased,and provided they are not taken
to pay his debts

19.

Chapter IV.

Sec.

1.

BY PLEDGE.
not re f-i stered as

A mere pledee of shares who is

o'vner and never receives dividends or exercises any of
the rights of a shareholder,is not liable as a share-

holder to creditors of the corporation (Anderson v Phila
Yrarehouse
0.

St.

Co. ,iil

U.

S.

v Salem Lfg.

479; Henckle

Co. ,39

547; Taylor,sec.741).
And ttms it

is

held by the Federal Supreme

Court that a pledgee of shares in
Bank,wTho in

the stock of a National

good faith while the Bank is

circumstances ,takes the transfer in

not in

failing

the nane of an irre-

sponsible person for the avow,,ed purpose of avoiding liability

as a shareholder,and who never exercises any rights

of a shareholder or receives
bility

any dividends,incurs no lia-

as a shareholder to the creditors of the bank,

the

dividends being paid to the pledgee,the real owner (Anderson v Phila.

Sec. 2.

Warehouse

Co.,lll U.S.

479)

PLEDGEE INOT LIABLE AS OY'WER.

Unless the rule has been changed by statute,liability

to pay calls and to respond in

the event of in-

20.
cfeditors attach to the holder of the legal

solvency,to

only: the courts will not look beyond the regis-

title

tered shareholder,nor

enquire under ihat equities he

holds.

A holding the stock of B as collateral se-

curity,if

reri stered as the legal owner,is liiev-iise held

to the liabilities

loss which B ought to have suffered,that
tween him and B (Franklin v Yeate,

Sec.

3.

he duffers a

of a stockdholder,and if
is

a matter be-

13 Jees & W. 481)

MORTGAGEE NOT LIABLE FOR MORTGAGED SHARES.

Yher'e A advanced money to B on the security of railway
shares,they were transferred into the name of C to secure A,and subject thereto for B,and C dies insolvent.

It

-ras held that A was not liable at the suit of the company
for the arrears of calls on the shares

(Newry v Moss,

14 Beav. 64).
In

the absence of circumstances

equitable estoppel,the rule is
tween the

that if

it

creating an
is

agreed be-

company and the taker of the shares that he

shall take and hold them only as collateral security for
money advanced by him to the corporation,this does not
make him liable as a shareholder to creditors of the
company.

They acquire no higher rights as aginst

him

21.
of tender-

not out

than the company had, and the law will

ness to them,create what was intended to

be a security

to them (Fisher v Seligman,

for him into a

liability

souri App.383;

Union Sav.Asso.v Seligman,92 LMo.

thews v Albert,24 Md.

book in
will

continue to

the nape of the

pledgor,he

to creditorsbecause

liable

be

of them.

(Henckle v Salem CO .39

Wells Co.,l 1.cCrary(U.S.)62;

TRANSFERREE

4.

Sec.

Mis,,at-

537) .

shares

the

If

635;

7

stand on the corporate
and not the pledgee
he remains owner

Ohio St .547;

Beecher v

Thompson on Corps.

sec.3213)

LIABLE .

It has been held in a case under the late bankrupt
lawT,that

of National Bank shares is

a transferree

to the creditors of the
shares

time of its
fer

as

his

stand in

ba nk as

the

a stockholder,if

name on the book of the bank at the

suspension,notwithstanding he took the trans-

security only,for a debt which has since been

paid (Bowden v Farmars Bank,l Hughes,U.S.
trary has been held in
a transfer
for

liable

a debt

held liable

New York where

807).

a person received

of the stock of another as collateral
due by the
as

a

latter,the

The con-

could not

transferree

shareholder to a creditor

security

in

a direct

be

22.
action given by statute to the creditor against the shareholder although his name appeared on the books of the
company as sole owner(U.clffahon v Macy,51 N.

Y.

155-161:

Thompson on Corporns.sec. 2937).
But it
\vho

is

thoroughly established that one to

stock has been transferred in

pledge or as collater-

al security for money loaned,and who ap-ears on the book
of the corporation as the owner of the stock,is liable
as a. stockholder for the benefit of creditors(I'Tational

Bank v Case,

99 U. S. 628; Sinmnons v Hill,96 Mo.679; Alderk

v Storm,6 Hill,624; Re Empire City Bank,18YN
Taylor on Corps.

Sec.

5.

sec.

741; Thompson on Corps.

Y.

199;

sec.3213)

PLEDGED NOT ON BOOKS NOT LIABLE.

A pledgee of stock who has the old certificates
celled and new certificates

issued in

can-

his own name,is lia-

ble to creditors of the corporation as a stockholder
(National Comm .Bank v McDonald, Ala,9 So.149).
pledgee of shares of stock in

But a

a National Bank who does

not appear by the books of the bank or otherwise to be the
owner,is not liable for an assessment on the shares on the
insolvency of the Bank under revised statutes U.S. sec.
5151,rendering shareholders liable for debts of the asso-

23.
ciation to the extent of the par value of their stock
(Wells v Sarrabee,36 F.866; Spelling on Corps. sec.791)

Sec. 6.
If

REAL OWNE

a person is

LIABLE.

the real owner of shares and as be-

tA-Teen himself and the apparent holder entitled to the
profits thereof,it v:ril1 not avail him as a defence
against creditors that the shares did not stand in

nane(Burr

v

,ilcox,22 7T. Y.

hi

551; Stover v Flach,30 IT.Y.

64).
A person cannot

escape the liability

holder by taking his chares in
v Fry,5 J J.1'iarsh,Kentucky,634;
53; Taylor,sec.743).

of a share-

the na-ne of an infant(Rornan
Coxe's ca.

4 DeGexJ5.& S.

And from these decisions it

can

but be said that any person who appears to be a shareholder,or any person who is
emoluments of shares in

actually entitled to the

a corporation,is liable as a

shareholder to the creditors(Taylor Sec.743).

24.

I

PART

Chapter

I.

1.

IfTTRODUCTIO1'.
and extent of the

The nature

lia-Vility

stockholder's

;,ay be that given by the common lmar,by equity and by
and our recent

legislation,
state

enacted by each

statutes

now primarily govern the liability

holders in

Sec.

all

2.

of the

NON-LIABILITY AT

corporation are not liable
good the

amount

shares,unless made

C01ILI

LAW.

that the members of a

for its

debts, or torts,

by contract or by

so by constitutional

conduct

Coffin v Rich,45 M.o.

their

or statutory

(Shaw v Boilan,16

liability

Ind.

384;

507; Free Schools v 7/lint,13 M'Let.

Gibbs v Davis,27 Fla.

French v Teschenaker,

except

due to the corporation for

enactment,or unless they have assumed a larger

539;

stock-

corporations.

The general rule of law is

to make

-

531; Thomas v Dakin,22 Vfend.9;

24 Cal.518; Thompson on Liab.

Peck v Coopc*,3 Ill.App.403;

Stocktolderssec.4;

would perhaps be diffi-

It

1 ulkerson,125 Ind. 224)

which the question whether

cult to find a modern case in

at cor'mion law liable

the stockholder of a corporation is

adjudicated.

to pay7 the debts of the concern,is distinctly
But the rule

found to have

is

Toner v

been recognized in

many

cases:(Uiiddleton v Bans.5 Conn.2?)
At
dual]y

liable

coimion la:r the stockholder

debt of the corporation(Gibbs

for any

courts of equity

Davis,27 Fla.531),but
of suits

. 3.

took cognizance

00,-735)

Spelling on Corps.sec.9

ANCI ENT CO M.MO.0 N LAW.

The general rule of the ancient

upon the event of its
were released

from their

corporation in

respect

extinguished

dissolution,anC. the

stockholders

of the individual

of the shares for which they had

v Webb(3

the following clause

in

to the

to pay calls

liability

Jones Eq.i.C.345)

allet,6

subscribed. (Mallory v
int

coi=on law was that

co;Tooration became

debts owing by or to a

In

v

to enforce unpaid subscriptions(Har-

by creditors

mon v Paige,62 Cal.44-8;

Se

.-Tas not indivi-

its

Dev.

YN.C.,27)notwithstanding

charter "the private property

stockholders

the debts contracts and liabilities

shall

be liable

for all

of the corporation

26.
in

pr'oportion to the stock subscribed by each indvidualwas held that a court of equity :imd no powr after

ly" it

the dissol tion of the corporationy

At the suit of

a creditor of the same to aid him in

collecting his debt

from the stockholdersi"lhe responsibility thus ii.-.osed
upon the individual stockholder is
cause it

a secondary one be-

makes them liable for the debts of another per-

son,to ,-rithe col-noration.

The liability

of the indi-

vidual stockholders being thus secondary only for the debt
of the conmany,it follows that 7Then the corporation expires,and its debts becamse extinguished,their liability
becane extinguished also".

Sec. A.

PARTNjMSHIP LIABILITY.

Where the business for which the corporation is
formed is illegal or is i-rohibited by law or public po-

iicy,the coadventurers "'ho organized the corporation
are li able as partners on the contracts made in
of the corporation.

In

Co,(Tex.App.12 L.R.A.366) it

the name

-mDire I1ills v Alston Grocery
:ras

so held where a statute

of that state(Tex) ,had been repealed and where certain
persons desi-in-' to carry on the business of merchandis-

that state as

ing in

a corporation, caused themselves to

be incorporated under laws of Iowa and then established
business in

their

Iowa irfas

in

ization

a fraud upon the

organ-

their

court held that

Texas ,the

of Texas,and no

la-s

to the

Jould allo7 them to existcontrary

rule of coiity

nublic policy of Texas.
Corporations

formed for purposes of gambling

and wagering upon the rise

v City

Joint

Pro.Exch.

85 Tenn-

for all

dets

572)

a corporation is

that until

organized the coadventurers

will

be liable

to the recordin

orTsanization the subscribers

legally

aggregate

of the certificate

to the

It is

as partners

contracted on behalf of the

and where prior

liable.

as Partners.

and Several Liability

a reneral principle

of market products,

individually

are

and corporators

are illegal
(IcGrew

and fall

capital

body,
of

stock accept

the bid of one of their members(Inskeep)to erect a building for cor')orate nin-oses
capital stock,and this
to Mc1iasters,wh-o

for

contract

1l0,000.
is

or payable in

sublet for ""6,700.

erected the building,it

was held that

the contract was not made by Inskeep on his
on behalf of the subscribers

to the stock

cash

own behalf,but
of the

Ice Co.

28.
whereby they received ",110,O(0 in

'C;700

stock for the

paid by thern,and the contract made by Insheep was the
contract of all -rhoi he represented and the real nartie
were bound by it

v

.cK.

Y.Ice

Co.,123 Pa.St.263.

And of course it
.on

(J.1T.LTcFa]!

the consti-action of the ice house.

used in

ials

and they were responsible for the mater-

.
'--ho engE,sg

in

is

perfectly plain that per-

business ';ithout takin-

any steps to

incorporate themselves would be liable as partners though
they have regarded themselves
H.

Hatch,60 1,J

Sec.
It
that if

5.

as 'stockholders'

94,)ec.

LIABILITY OF A SOLE STOCDIGOT.LER

has been held in

conformity with the princinle

all the stock passes into the hands of one person,

so lon'- as the corporate existence is
bility as a stoc-kolder,and 'is
are the
in

(Farn-mi v

illunity

maintained,his

Ia-

from liability

same,as wiere there are many stockholders.

As

Robertson v Conrey(5 La.Ann.297) ,the stockholder of a

bank who has received its

assetsis

bound for its

debts

to the extent of such assets(See Thoimson on Corps.sec.
2946) .

29.
CITIZENSHIP OF A CORPORATION.

6.

Sec.

of the stockholders

The law'Ts -overninr the liability
are found in

the statutes

creating the conoration,the

charter and bye imrs of the corp oration,and the lawthe state in

,vrhich thc corp-oration is
of the 'tockholders

dividual liability
by the lavrs in

wrniatever

created.
is

of

The in-

not goverened

-t ate he --ay happen to reside.

The state as well as the federal doctrine now
is

that a corporation has no individualityexcept

corporate

capacity:

that its

dent uron t1±e citizenship
it,that
is

local status is

in

its

not depen-

of the individuals composing

an action by a corporation in

its

corporate namie

conclusively presumed to be brought by the citizens of

the state under whose laws the corporation was created.
Educational Society v Varney(54
sec ,7422.

.1L.376); Thomp.on Corps.

30.

Charter II.

Sec.

STOCi2IOLDIERS LIABILITY 1IT EQUITY.

1.

courts have been greatly instrumental in

rquity

bringijig about
And in

in

and adequate

the equity

In

re',,edy at law,he may

courts.

and accounting,equity

Sec.

cannot receive

cases 'where the plaintiff

all

complete

of stocdlolders.

the modern liability

In

all

cases of trustee,fraud,

courts have ex:clusive

TTeA.r York,Masoachusetts,Rhode

statutes

jurisdiction.

Island~and by acts

governing national banks,and in

have

various

be

subject

the trust

is

liab

le.

(Stectman v Evelett,6

Rev.--tat.U..sec.5152)
provides that

coi oration as collateral
trator,gua"dian

trustee,

as a stockholder,but

Liansur v Pratt,101 >.ass.30;

15 R.I.3'2;
statute

to any liabilities

prop'erty

Met.ll;

states

been p _ssed providing that no person hold-

ing shares as executor, admidni strator,guardian,or
sisJJ

suit

bring his

TRUSTEES IOT LIABLE BY STATUTE.

2.

of Congress

a

Sayles v
The

Bates,

New York

no person holding stock in

any

security or as executor,aftninis-

or trustee,unless

he shall

have volun-

31.

personally

as

sulmject to liability

such stock and the

per'son pledging

the hands of th'e executor,etc .,shall
York Stoc

Corp.Law,sec.54),and

it

in

to do so in

thority

the

estate and funds in
be liable.(IevT.
NTew

has been held in

shares

invested any

.-ithout any au-

shares

w,
ill,the

the

a stockholder,but

York that where an executor of an estate
of the funds of the testator

be

such stock,shall

funds in

invested the trust

tarily

are to be treated
the

as belon'dn? to the executor and not to the estateand
responsible as

executor's and not the estate,are
holders(Diven v See,36

T.Y.302)

TRUSTEE

LI ABLE.

Sec.3.
YJiere

shares have

nm,.e of another to
they
trust

trust

are taken by nominee of the
for the company,the

a winding up,put
is

been taken by one person in

be held in

whose nene the shares

que trust.

(Mitchell's

caseL.R.3

Eq.361;

he must

for him elf
company to

the

or where

be held in

nominal holder or trustees-, in

are registered

on the list

injured by this

share-

is,in

the event of

of contributories,and if

cestui

seek indei.nity of his

Case,L.R .9 Eq.336;

Chaprman

Ex p.Oriental Com.Bank.L.R.3

he

- Barkers

Ch.391:

Y).

Stover v Flacii: 30 N.Y.64:

Sec .4.

Thornp.on Corps.sec.319 4 )

FRAUD OF SHAPJHOLIFERS.
Shareholders

Indivicdual absolute liability.

are personally li able for their own fraud or torts
conmitted under pretence

thoujL.

of acting on behalf of the corv Warner,

poration(.ledill v Colli er,16 0.St.599; '7itewell
24 Vt .425; ThoTp.on Corpo.sec.2943;Spence

v Iowa Valley

Co.,36 Iowa,407)

Sec.

5.

DIVI DEND3.

A division of Cividends at a ti-ue
ation was insolvent or in
would part'J±e

h:len tl-e cornor-

contemplation of insolvency

of the nature

of a

creditors and a creditor's bill

conveyance

in

fraud of

.-Tould lie to reach and

su ject them to execution(Bank of St .Mary v St John,
25 La.566; Thomp on Corps .sec .2962).

Sec.

6.

IS'Tuh

OF ITT'J SHARES.

W1hen the corporation increases
distributes new shares ai-onr
come liable to creditors

its

capital stock and

the stockholders ,they be-

to full amount of stock as the

corporation held out that such stock hnad been subscribed.
(Handeley v Stutz,139 U.".417)

33.
Sec.

FUNDS INPROPERAZ RECEIVED BY STOCEHOLDER.

7.

WVhen corporate funds
creditors ,the creditor

are withdrawn to the injury of

c .n recover

such funds from the

shareholders who have improperly received them(Bartlett
v Drew ,51 N.Y.587) .
insolvent

For instance ,the

bank are not entitled

of an

sharehollers

to receive

and divide

among themselves any of its assets until its debts and
liabilities

are fully discharged(Wood v Dummer,3 Mason
Spear

308; Hollister v Hollister Bank, 2 Keyes,(N.Y.)245;
v Grant,16 Mass .15)

Sec. 8.

LIABILITY OF MiMBERS OF A RELIGIOUS

CORPORATION.
Where the members of a religious corporation had
squandered in paying the expenses of litigation a fund in
their possession,a court of equity in aid of a judgment
creditor,decreed the individual members to make it good
so far as necessary to satisfy the complainant's demand(Bigelow v The Cong.Soc.ll Vt.283).

Sec .9.
To issue
to the

WATERED STO CK.
shares as fully paid up for property

known

corporation and the shareholders receiving them to

be grossly below their par value,i s a fraud on creditors
for whose benefit the shareholder to whom the shares are
issued may be compelled to make up the difference(Jackson v Fraer,64 Iowa,@69; Freeman v Stone,15 Phila.(Conn)
37; Osgood v King,42 Iowva,473; Taylor on Corps .Sec .702)
If

however, shares

are issued as fully paid up ,.hen in

fact the corporation has never received the par value of
them creditors

cannot conxpel a person tho buys them in

good faith,as full paid,pay the difference between their
par value and the value of whatever property was given
for the

originally.

Though possibly the creditors

could hold the original subscriber who took the shares as
fully paid up knoring them not to be so,liable for such
difference or for the difference

between what he gave and

what he received for them.(Brant v Ehlen,59 Md.l;

Phelan

v Hazzard,5 Dill.45; Jobi-son v Lullman,15 Mo.App.55;
v Howard,7 Yfal1.392;

Boynton v Hathc,47 N.Y.225;

R.R.Co

Pell's

Case,L .R .5 Ch.l1; Eyermann v Karuchhaus,4 Mm.App .455)
Sec.

10.

WATERED STOCK.

A resolution by a corporation that upon the stockholder's uayinz in

a portion of the par value of the

stock,the capital shall be deemed to be fully paid,is

35.
wholly ineffectual as against the credito.2
pany(Clark v Bever,139 U.S.9;

of the com-

Cook on Corps.sec.42)

Per-

sons taking stock from the corporation for cash at forty
cents on the dollar cannot avoid liability

to the corpo,-

ate creditors for the remaining sixty cents by setting
up that unknown to them the stock had previously been issued to a contractor for work to be doneand that he appointed the corporation his agent to sell the stock at
forty cents on the dollar.

Their subscription ,-ias an

original subscription and bound them(Bates v Great Western
Tel. Co. 25 N.E.521(1I'90)).
Sec. 11.

BONUS STOCK.

In New York it has been held that in the absence of
any statutory provision or provision of its charter,one
to whom shares had been transferred by it gratuituously,doe
not make his liability to pay nominal face value of the
shares as upon a subscription.--and an action is not maintainable by a creditoir of the company to compel him to pny
for such shares(Christensen v Erio,106 N.Y.97),but this decision has recently been modified by the following statute
of the New York Stock Corporation Law Sec .42: "No corporation shall issue either stock or bonds except for money,

36.
labor done ,or property actually received for the use and
lf-vhl Qu--,noses of such corporation.

No stock shall

be issued for less than its par value.

No bonds shall

be issued for less than the fair market value thereof".
Sec. 12.
WATERED STOCK.

TFUST-FUND DOCTRIIIE IN RELATION TO

According to the decisions of the federal courts,
"it is a settled doctrine of the United States Supreme Cou~t
that the trust arisinT in favo - of creditors by subscriptions to the stock of a corporation cannot be defeated
by any simulated payment of such subscription,nor by any
device short of an actual payment in good faith,and

;hile

any settlement or satisfaction of such subscription may
be good as betrTeen the corpo-r-ation and the stockholders,
it

is

unavailingr as against the claims of creditors"(Clark

v Bever,139 U.3.96; Fogg v Blair,139 U.S .118; Hendley v
Stutz,139 U.S.417; Tqylor on Corps.secs.702a),and in Handley v Stutz it was decided that only subsequent creditors
could be presumed to have given credit to the company on
the faith of an issue of stock and that consequently
alone would have a valid claim against those
who had received

'bonus'

they

share-holders

stock or stock issued for less

37.
than its

par value.
BONUS STOCK,

In

FRAUD ]DOCTRINE.

connection with the Trust-Fund doctrine as laid

down by the United States Supreme Court and the case of
Handley v Stutz,the Supreme Court of Minn.
The Northwestern Mfg.
is

Co.

in

Hospes v

48 Minn.17,held that where it

explicitly agreed between the corporation and the per-

son to whom stock is

issued that it

no injlied promise to pay for it
corporation,and hence not in

stock,

shall be 'bonus'

can arise in

favor' of the

favor of any creditor of

the corporation: the creditor's right can rest only on
a fraud done him,no equity exists in

favor of a creditor

whose debt was contracted for the issue nor in
subsequent
the
bility

'bonus'

favor of a

creditor who k-new of the agreement under -w7hich
,stock was issued.

By putting the lia-

of the stockholdernot upon the trust find doctrine

but upon the ground of fraud,and applying the old and
faL.iliar rule of law on that subject to the peculiar
nature of a corporation aund the relation which its
holders bear to it

stock-

and the public,we have at once a ra-

tional and logican ground upon ,-hich to stand(Taylor,702b)

38.

$10.

EFFECT OF 'WORDS",ASSESS lI TS NOT TO EXCEED
Sec. 13.
ON A SHARE".
The corporation cannot issue its

and conclude itself
balance.

As in

and its

shares below par

creditors from suing for the

the case of The Great Western Tel.

Co.

v Gray,122 111.630 ,-here the contract of subscription
stipplated than upon the payment of forty per centum of
the par value of the shares,

the number of shares sev-

erally subscribed by the undersigned

shall be issued to

them as full paid stock by the company and that the shares
w'ere to be $'25. at par value---assessment
$10. on a share.

In

not to exceed

this case the defendant

Gray,had

paid only forty per cent or $10. per share,and claimed
that

such pacrent relieved him from further

liability.

was held that the w:,ords "assessments not to exceed
on a share"
$10.

a share.

do no limit the liability

It

i0.

of defendant to

And that defendant's subscription is

a cle-r and unqualified proviise to take and pay the par
value of the shares with .,,,hich the company's r-romise to
issue certificates for the shares as full paid stock
-ihen forty per cent shall be paidand is
tent with the agreeient.

not inconsis-

39.
What is

the plqin meaning of a clause like

"assessments not to exceed ip10. on a share" printed on
Clearly not that the stock shall be

a certificate?

taken as fully paid when

o.

a share is

If

paid in.

this were meant the proper way to express the idea would
be to print across the certificate a clause like ",i'lO/
on each share

paid

as called for shall be full. payment for

the share",and even then there might be some doubt 1'Thether $10.

would fully pay for the stock.

The more like-

ly meaning of the phrase is that while assessment after
assessment may be made,until par value is
of the assessments shall exceed

10.

paid in,none

a share.

If

this

clause

could be taken to exonerate

bility

from more than $ 10. per share the effect would be

to reduce the

capital

sharetakers from lia-

stock of the corporation down to

that sum per share,but such reduction of the capital stock
of the company would be a fraud upon its
vires and void.(State v Timken,48 N.J.
let Opera House ,79
Pa.
In

creditors,ultra
L.R.87;Zukel v Joi-

II1.334; Bank of Conmerce'A App.73

St.59; Upton v Tribilcock,91 U.S.45;

Am.Law Reg.162)

State v Timken,the subscribers to the capital stock of

40.
a telegraph company upon payment of ;'Z;8.33 per share,caused
to be issued to themselves shares of full paid stock of
the p,-r value of ""25.

Held--that in

such case the

p1'csumption w,as that full paid stock was to be issued
upon payment of ,3 .3i per share wihich ,,Tas illegal
the enforcement of such illerality
lend its
Sec.

and to

the court ,,ould not

aid by inanCaius or otheri-ise.
1-_.

EFTECT OF WORDS :"NON-ASSESSABLE".

In Upton v Triblecock,91 U.

S.

45,

where the certi-

ficate had the :ord: "non-assessable",together with the
anount "JiQ100."
onlr

stamped across them,and the defendant had

paid tw'7enty pa"

cent of the par value,the court held,

"the legal effect of this instrment was to make the remaining eir¢hty per cent payable upon the demand of the
company and the words "non-assessable ",could not operate
as a

'Jaiver of the obligation created by the acceptance

and holding of a certificate to pay the amrlunt due upon
his shcos1e

.

At most the legal effect of the w,'ord:

"TIJon-assessable"

is

a stipulation aainst

further taxation or assessment

liability

to

after the holder_- shall

have paid the one hundred per cent.

41.
And an acceptance

and holdin

prorise to pay for them(Brighham
Palmer v Laurence,3
tions

Sand(S.C.)761) .

of the shares beyond a

due

ascertain the truth

preserntation(Hall

is

Gray,122 Ill

clearly

Minn.

7rho have relied
stock is

pes v Nor.Yfes.Co.

Gt .West .Tel.

the doctrine

the issue of stock

legal and that nothing tore

such stock except

by corporate

on the representations,that

as stated

to use

of such re-

Ala.74-1;

In

is

failed

or falsity

.630) .

less than par

value

per centage of their

v Selma R.R .Co .6

can be collected on

capital

as to the non-assessment

and boldly announced that

for cash at

ditors

Repr-esenta-

no defence when he has hixself

care to

Co v

certain

a

v Meade,10 Allen,245;

by the agent of the company

constitute

imports

of a certificate

or that it

50 IT.Y.Rep.1117

was paid in

'Minrn.'92').

crethe
full(Hos-

42.

Chapter III.

3TOCKFIOL]]ER'S LIABILITY BY STATUTE.

Sec. 1.

Wfaite said:

Chief Justice
the federal supreme
"The
is

individual

all.ays a

cori-on l;r

court in

,and the first

determine

amination of the

Terry v Little

It

of statute,

,10

U.S.216)

liability has

all

by an ex-

under which the cor-

or statutes

poration ,-Tas organized(Bingham v Russian,5 Ala.4-06;
on Corps.

sec .903; Thompson on Corps .secs .3046;

on Corps. sec .727) .

at

been created,and

of stockholders

the liability
sharter

did not exist

thing to be deteirined in

such cases is thereforewhat
Yre may

giving the opinion of

of stockholders in a corporation

Jiability

creature

(in

Spell.

Taylor

The stockholders liability

imposed by statute may be an absolute individual liability,
or a joint and several liability or that
liability

,or what is

practically

a double

may be a penal or contractual liability,or
the purpose of taxation

by the

state,and

assessment and calls by the corporation.

of a partnership
liability.
imposed for
also that of

It

43.
Stockholders in

a railroad cor-roration;

to the United !tates on its
of the U.S.

bonds.

liability

The recent

case

v Stanford,decided March 2nd.1396,reported in

16 U.S.Sup.Ct.Repr.576,held

that

as not any of the Pacific

Railray Acts under vrhich the rail'v-ay system -:as established
front the

M!issouri River to the Pacific Ocean,imposed upon

the stockholders

of a corporation receiving subsidy bonds,

personal liability

for any debts due the United States from

such corporations by reason of its
bonds,

ft

foilure to pay said

cannot be supposed that Congress intended that

the stockholders

of the California corporation which re-

ceived such bonds,should be individually liable under the
It

corporate laws of California.
stockholders

in

held in

effect that

a corporation organized under the laws of

California could not be held pe.srnally liable for bonds
from
received by the corporation
y the United 7tates by Acts
of Congress,as

such statute imposed no personal

liability

on the stockholdbr.
Sect.

2.

INDIVIDJAL LIABILITY.

The individual liability

is

generally placed at such

proportion of the debts and liabilities

as the amount of

stock owned by him bears to the who le of the subscribed
capital stock or shares of the corporation,and for a like

44.
cor-

proportion only of each debt or claim against the
poration,and is
while the relation
Private

limited to those debts contracted

ftrther

of shareholder existed.(Spelling on

Coi-ps.sec.900) .
Where the enabling act under which a

is

formed provides that

77ith its

agreements

vidubally liable
th..

shall

are primarily

liable

61 Iowa,121;
-1.

is

to comply

stockholder's

not

and miay be

sued by creditors

Gregor,73

General Liability.

The

corporationare

indi-

coupled with it,

assets are exhausted(Ole,;g

Bigelow v

themselves and the

failure

render the

and the statute

before the corporate
etc.

a substantial

corporation

v Hamilton

II1.197).

stockholders
sureties

as betwen

or guarantors

while the corporation is the principal debtor(Prince v
Lynch,38

Cal .528).

Sec.
In
liable

3.

many

ABSOLUTE INDIVIWUAL LIABILITY--TO LABOPERS
stockholders

states

by statute

debtedness,such

for certain
as

laborers'

are made individually

classes of preferred incontracted for

rages,debts

materials furnished ,inprovernent s on the corporate
nnd the

like---the

understanding.

statute
Usually

must

property

be consulted foz- a full

the preference

is

confined to

45.

servants an( laborers "(Rev.Stat .Wis.1769; Laws of 132,h.
cap.383;

Search v Ellicott,(Md)l8 A.263;

cap 138,sec.63;

Pub.Acts

ich.l317JTo.94;

1831:,sec.3934;pelling on P.Corp.sec.913;
The mere

Law,sec .54).
by, its

own voluntary

from lisbility

bility

dissolution of the

coo')oration

liability

of stockholders

(Sleeper

Stock.Corp.

the stockholders

act does not relieve

this

v Goodwin,67

is

in

clerk,s~rvants

addition to the lia-

for the .a.runt of unpaid stock.
,J1is.517) .

from the corporation by a

The takin,

laborer does not affect

against the stockholders: nor can the latter
accrued liability

Rev.Stat.Ind.
N.Y.

for such debts due to its

and laborers,and

Rev.Stat.N.J

by transferring

of a

, ote

his claim

avoid his

his stock(Jackson v Meek,

3 Pi ck.Tenn .Rep .69) .
The New York Statute.--

stock
"The holders of every stock

corPoration,shall ,jointly and severally ,be personally
liable for

all debts due and owinr to any of its laborers,

servants or em-Floyees other than contractors,for services
perfo-med by them for such coruoration.

Before such la-

borer,servant or employee shall charge such stockholder
for such services he
in thirty

shall give him notice in writing -,-Tith-

days after the termination of such services,that,

46.
he intends to hold him liable,and shall comence an
action therefore within thirty

days after the return of

an execution unsatisfied against the corporation upon q
ajudgent recovered against it for services(N.Y.Stock

Co.p TLaw Sec .54) .
The term "employee"
sense ,includes all

in

its

ordinary and usual

whose services are rendered for

another: it is not restricted to any kind of employment
or services,but includes as well the professional man as
the comnon laborer and a claim for counsel fees will be
sustained(Gurney v Atlantic and G.W.Ry.Co.58 IT.Y.358)
The act of 1848,cap .40 sec.18,maiing stockholders

liable

for all Cebts that may be due and owing to their laborers,
servants and apprentices,for

services performed for such

corporation,does not include a book-keeper and general
manager employed at a yearly salary.

The services re-

ferred to are menial or manual services(Wakefield v Fargo,
90 N Y.214).
In
109 IT.Y.631)

People v Remington,45 Hun.329
it

(Affd.in

was held that a superintendent

and attor-

ney were not enployees,operrtors or laborers,nor were

47
their wages ,earnings within the statute under the lars of
allowing preference to be given employees

1885(Cap.376)
and laborers.
Sec.

PARTNERSHIP LIABILITY OF STOCIKIOL]ERS.

5.

Although the liability

of partners is

declared by statute ,as in

in many cases

New York Stock Corp.Law(sec.5

4

)

,and under similar statutesas in Massachusetts(affirmed
in Trust National Bank v Aimy,117 Mass .476,and in Ill.in
Baker v

Backus,32 Ill .79) so under a charter providing

that,"until

thirtV th-usand of the capital stock shall

have been paid in,every stockholder shall be held indivicrtally liable for the debts of the company,stockholders
are liable to be

sued as partners and not as guarantors.

(Perkins v Sandars,56 Miss .733) .
regarded in

Hovever,it cannot be

all cases that this liability

statutory,since

is

special

and

before there has been a de facto organiz-

ation the stockholders

arc liable

as partners under the

general principles of law(Kaizer v Laurence Saving Bank,
56 Iowa,104; Fuller v Row,57 I.Y.23) .
If

a corporation is

formed and doing business

s such and has not followed the prescribed method of
becoming incorporated,then the supposed stockholders

are

48.

liable as partners,W'ithout

any re(-ard to the name

vrhich the.' may have chosen to call themselves,
the stockholders
expi-ation of its
it

in

a manufacturinT

As. rhere

corporation upon the

charter a,-,ree to continue the business
becsme liable as partners as to

was held that they all

thi-d persons,and for debts contracted by their agents,
(National Union Bank v Lan-fdon,45

In

Nebraskathe

.Y

..

10)

filing of articles of incorpor-

ation 'rith the county clerk is
before a franchise may exist.
has failed to

7T

a condition imposed by Ia
When such association

comply ;cith the prescribed method,then the

members are liable as partners(Abbot v Omaha,Selting
4 Neb.41G;

Cross v Jackson,5 Hill.478

Co.

\Vells v Gates,18

Bar b.534-) .
Sec.

6.

CHARTIRS LECLARING PARTNERSHIP

LIABILITY.

Stockholders of incorporated companies have been held
liable as partners under a charter2 provision declaring them
individually liable "in

the same manner as carriers at

cotillon law" (Allen v Servall,2 WVend.327,reversed on other
grounds,6 Wend.335) ,and under a charter making them personally liable "at all

times for all

corr-oration)'(South-niayd v Russ
si

41

r

statutes(Demin[;

debts due by said

3 Conn.52) ,and under

v Bull,10 Co-ru.'09 ; Ne,- Eng.Com.

49.

"

--. I.154;

Bank v Stockholders,6

-. sec.

Thompson on Cor

3074).
Sec.
In
cha ter

7.

FULL LIABILITY CORPORATIONS.

New York,
may

insertini

a

eve-r

be or become a full
statement in

that

the corporation

full

liability

such

corporation

its

corporation formed under this

the certificate

thereby

consent

p .3 5

liability

corporation
New York

be incorporated,and

of individuals composing such com-

of partners(Paitbr

in

Cent .Law.Jour.

vol.34.

DOUBLE LIABILITY OF STOCKHOLIERS.

8.

The following states
stnckhold&'s

liable

the par value of their
called ta"'

to

cor-

.
Sec.

ally

liable

liability

of the stockholderstn

corn pany cannot

therefore the liability
that

a full

in

New York

A limited

noration may be converted into

pany is

individually

debts and liabilities.

Business Corp.Lar,sec.6)

a R.R.constriction

intended to be a

All the stockholders

shall be severally

for it,,

by the unanimous

of incorpioration

formed is

corporation.

creditors

corporation by

liability

have

statutes

tAMbrDTT1-0V AL'

to

A anount

equal to the amount of

stock and the

do'ible liability

':

which make the

liability

is

gener-

Flori da ,Ohio ,Kansas,

50
and Indiana.

In

IT', York the stockholde-'s in

Banks have also this

double liability.

California and

Idaho impose even a greater liability
Alb.T-a

,p .266)

,7.Journal,vol.46

than the above(See
The constitution of

.

Kansas,Art .12,enacts:"D es from corporations shall be
secured by individual lability
additional

of the stockholders

to an

amount equal to the stock owned by such stock-

holders,and such other means as shall be provided by law:
but

such individual liability

shall not apply to railroad

corpoiations,nor coimorations for religious and charitable purposes"
Sec.

This -!rovision is

enforced by

32 and .44 of the Laws ,with respect to the liability

of stockholders in

corporations.

The constitution of California provides :"Each
stockholder of a corporation on" joint-stock
shall be individually and personally
proportion of all

its

association

liable for such

debts and liabilities

contracted or

incurred during the time he -zas a stockholder,as the amount
of stock or shares owned by him bears to the whole of the
subscribed capital stock on shares of the corporation or
ansociation"(Contti.
Sec.

Cal.

adopted March 3rd,1879,see

3; 1 Deering's Codes & Sta.59)

.

Art.12

This constitution

51.
probably imposes the greatest liability on the stockholder:
of all the states in the Union.

Idaho has a statute

similar to the above constitution(Rev.Stats.1827,sec.2 60 '
See also TMcClelland's Florida Digest,232).
In the case of insolvency each of the stockholders shall be liable in an mount equal to the amount of
his stock at the time the debts ,ere contracted and no
further,after the assets of the corporation are emhlausted,
(Ind.Stat .Rev.1894,Rurns Sec.3451) .
Florida has a similar personal liability statute
(,,c lell

and's Digest ,Florida qtat.p.232)

.

And stock-

holders are liable upon a dissolution of the corporation
for the debts thereof to an amount equal to the amount
in par value of the

stock held by them at the time of

such dissolution(Gibbs v Davis,27 Fla.531).
In Ohio the statute makes the stockholder4liable
to an akount equal to their stock subscribed in addition
to said stockfo - purpose of securing creditors of the corporation(Wright v McCormack,17 0 .t . 86; Consti .Art .13,Sec.
3,; 2 Rev.St.)

52.

Sec. 9.
LIABILITY O' STOCIQIOLIERS IN BANING CORPORAT 0I\TS .
In
I York:"Except as prescribed. in Stock Corporation
Lawr,the stockholders of every such corporation shall be
individually responsible equally and rateable and not
one for another for all contratcs,debts,and engagements
of such corporations to the extent of the amount of their
stock therein at the par value thereof in
anount vested in

addition to the

such shares(Banking Law L 1892,cap.689,
The New York constitution adopted Sep-

sec.52)"

tember 1894,enacts that the stockholders

of every

cor-

poration and joint stock association for banking purposes
shall be individually responsible to the arount of their
respectiv

share or shares of stock in

ation for all

its

debts and liabilities

any such corpor'of every kind(N.Y.fi

Const.Art 7,1395) .
The Couble

liability

of the individual must be

imposed by constitutional ordinance or by a statute or
does not exist
,

at all(82 Me.397;

100 Mass.241;

National).

ational Bankos.

The National Currency Act provides:""The shareholders of every national bar-king association shall be

53.
held individually
not

responsible,equally

one for anothe',for
the

sociation,to

all

and rateably,and

contracts, debts of such

as-

stock thereh

extent of the amount of their

at

the par value thereof,in

addition to the amount invested

in

such shares now existin

under state

sec.5151

.-

Sec. 10.
LIABILITY.
Under

STATUTE LIABILITY NOT A CONTRACTUAL

the constitution

colporations
the

of Kansas enacting:

shall be secured by individual

stockholders to an additional

has been held to
thbx state

action by a

"Dues from

liability

of

amount equal to the

ovned by such stockholders etc",the

in

lIars(U.S.Rev.Stat.

stockholder's liability

be purely statuttory

and must be enforced

,here the corporation

is

domiciled.

creditor of the Meltonvale

In

stockhoider residing in

the above liability
Kansasthe
plaintiff
fendant
law is

imposed by the

court ,per O'Brien J.,said:
is

seekin-

but that

to enforce is

of the

Bank

the

NTiew York,to enforce
constitution of
"The debt which the
not the debt of the de-

The only

imposed upon the defendant

an

State Bank,a cor-

poration organized under the lsas of Kansas ,against
defendant,a

stock

to pa

liability
this

that
particular

in

54.

1:

debt,is created by statute of the state ,rhere the coipoation is domiciled,and such liability is not strictly based
upon contract but is created by statute.

It is a prin-

ciple of universal cqplication regognized in

all civilized

states

,that the statutes of one state have ex propria

vigore,no force or effect,and while thi

is not an action

for a penalty ,yet we think that it belongs to a class of
cases in which there is no obligation u idei

any well re-

cognized principle of the la'r of comity to enforce a claim
founded upon a statute and to administer the statute would
work injustice to our own citizens.

It is reason-

able and just to decline to administer them all" .....

"It

is quite well established that in a case like this an
action at law by a single creditor against a single stockholder for the recovery
be maintained in

of a specific sum of money cannot

our cour'ts under our statutes declaring

the liability of stockholders,but the liability must be
enforced in equity in a suit brought by or in behalf of
all the creditors

against all

the shareholders where the

emount of the liability and all the equities can be ascertained and adjusted" (Marshall v Sherman,1-8 NT.Y.9)

.

55.
It

has been held that an action by a New York

creditor of a cor'-,oration organized under the Manufacturing Act of this state against a New Jersey trustee in
the courts of that statecould not be maintained.
ri ckson v Smith,27 N.J.Law.166)

The

(Der-

courts of Massa-

chusetts have uniformly refused to entertain actions of
this c hsracter(New Haven Horse Nail Co.

v Sinden Sp--inr

Co .,142

Mlass.349;

144 Mass.34l'

Bank

of N.A.

v Rindge,154 Mass.203) .

The hig7hest

court

of Illinois

Post v Toledo R.R.Co.

has also refused to enforce the Kansas statutes

( above stated) ,on the ground that the remedy was special
and must be pursued in

the state where the corporation

exists(Foiwler v Sampson,146 Ill

.4-72)

It

.

has been

also held that a creditor of an Ohio corporation could not
enforce

the statutory liability

of a stockholder in

the

courts of Vest Virginia(Nimic v M1ingo Iron Wks .25 W.Va.
There are numerous other decisions that

182).
hold in
all

cannot be enforced at

effect that such a liability

beyond the local jurisdiction or that such an action

must be in

equity after all remedies

against the corpor-

ation had been exhauted(National Tube Yks.Co.
146 U.S.

517; Peck v Leller,39

ich.594;

v Bellow,

Allen v

Walsh,

56.

25 Ninn. 543; Bari ck v Gifford,47 0.St.131;
Hucka- oe.53 Ala.191;

Smith v

,.
ay v Black,77 ?is.101).

Penal Liability of Stockholders.

Where a statute

makes a stockholder individually liable fo-

certain con-

tracts which it expressly forbids the corporation to
make ,it

is

not to be regarded as maiking them liable

as

on a contract,but creates a liability in the nature of a
penalty(Larler v
N.Y.
in-

Bur],7 0.St.340;

303; Thonpson on Cor-ps.3o13)

Bird v Haven,l Robb.
.

So a statute

stockholders liable to pay the debts of the cor-

poiation

contracted ,-hile it

a notice of the

state of it-

is

in

affairs

default in

publishing

therein provided for,

is *nenal in its character(Cable v McKuhn,26 Mo.371).
Sec.

11.

TAXATION OF SHARES BY THE STATE.

It has been held that shares of stock in

a corporation

are takable under the general designation of "Property"
in a constitutional provision or in a revenue law,and without being

specially named as subject to taxation(San F-an-

cisco v Flood,64 Cal.504).
Stat.

sec.3251,declares:

"that

The United States Rev.
every proprietor or pos-

sessor ofand every person in any manner interested in
the use of any still etc.,shall be jointly and severally

57.
liable for the taxes imposed by law on di 7tilled spiluits
red ced the1efrom(See U.-..v Wolters,45 Fed.Rep.509), And

all

the ccuital

invested in

stock of the co,-o'ation may be wholly

bonds of the United States which a:'e exempt

from state taxation,the shares of stock in
in

the hands of the individual

less taxable(National

stockholders are neverthe-

Bank v Coinmi.

Tn the following

9 Wall.353) .

decisions a double taxation

both on the corporation and on its

shares has been al-

lowed: Union Bank v State,9 Gerg.490;

R.Co

.,76

the cor-poration

Porter v Rockford,

111.561; Thompson on Corps.sec.2304) .
The terms Opersonal estate

of !Tew York,which is

"

within the state

subject to taxationincludes public

stock and stocks in moneyed corporations(Rev.
I.

Y.

th.

Ed. p.

which states:

1082).

T'ds is

qualified by sec.

"The owner or holder of stock in

porated company liable to taxation on its

7,

any incor-

capital,shall

not be taxed as an individual for such stock.
general Ivs

Stat.

The

of the state of Lew York reqaire all property

owned by individuals as well as by corporations ,to be as-

58.
sessed for purposes of taxation,and this embraces all
shares of stock held by individuals except in
the capital

stock of such corporation is

itself

to taxation as against the corTporation.
Palmer,102 N.Y.186).
taxed in New York:
life

insurance

cases '-here
liable

'

(McMahon v

The following corporations

are

"All corporations except Savings Banks,

companies,banks,and foreign insurance

companies,and manufacturing or mining cor'porations,not
including gas o_

ti-ast companies,shall

tax into the treasury annually(
Sec.

13.

be subject to pa,

a

.Y.Rev.Stat .3th.Ed.p .1153)

ASSESSMENTS AND CALLS.

Stock which has been fully paid up ,cannot be further assessed without special authority

conferred by char-

ter or statuteand moreover,this authority in

order to

be valid;must have been conferred prior to the subscription or it

would impair the obligation of the contract and

be void(Gt .alls

etc. v Uopp.

30 ".H.124;

Atlantic & Co.

v Mason, 5 R.I. 463; Steacy v Little Rock Co.5 Dill.U.S.
348).

It has been held under a statute of Pa. au-

thorizing corporations to "assess upon each share of
stock such sums of money as the corporation may think
proper,not exceeding in

the whole the amount

at which each

59.
share was originally limited--that

the provision is

and stockholders must pay assesnent
has,been,so
Pa.

St.

In

cor o',ation,but if

7

at any time from the

the charter confers the power to raise

a definite sum,when that su

103

106

general the stockholders of paid

up stock are liable to assessment

sessrent is

although hnis stock

to speah,fully paid up(Price's Appekl,

421) .

valid

is

raised,the powrer of as-

exhausted(St ate v Morristorn Fire Ins .Co.

.7j .L .195 ).
)

60.

P A R T

Chapter

III.

1.

INTRODUCTION.
A stockholder having acquired stock in
and the liabilities

already mentioned,he

a corporation

sometimes w:ishes

to relieve himself of what,in many cases,becomes a bunden,
and then againhis object is
fits

of a -ise in

hich thi

merely to secure the pro-

the market.

There are many ways by

change may be accoirlished,but

in

all cases

eguilar prescribed forms must be followed,and often the
transf4ere1

finds himself held accountable after he has

made a transfer of his shares in

good faith to a bona fide

A

a corporation may di-

transferee.

S stockholder in

vest himself of all

liability

by inskin

a bona fide sal].

of his stockby having a legal discharge or withdralfal
from the corporation,by
forfeiture

surrendering his stock,or by a

and having his stock revest

in

the corporation.

By Bankruptcy,by dissolution of the corporationand by
his own death.

But in

all cases the nro-oer steps imst

be taken to have the transfer
and a

general compliance

la=s of the company.

iith

:)rope'ly made on the books
the reg:lations and bye

61.

Sec.

2.

BY SALE OR TRANSFER.

The general rule
perfected

as required

of qssociation

as a

37 7,.394)

that a transfer

by the

charter,st

4tutes,articles

not relieve the transferrer

The stockholder is

.

while the

corporation is

the proper
is

sale

lia-

caused

fact that the

by the nerlect

afterwards

46 O.St.397) .

is

not made

to so enter the

of the

company's

becomes insolvent.

corporation afterwards treated

as the o7,rnor does not alter

his

of his shares

solvent ,the transfer

bookalthough the failure

and the company

of a

his

not relieved fromi

to creditors where upon the

transfer

frot

the cor-

stock holder to creditors(Borland v Haven,

liabillty

in

of s'Iares,not

or deeds of settlement,governing

poration,does
bilit,;

is

agent,ad
And the

the

purchaser

the case(Harpold v Stobart,

An original subscriber to the stock

corporation can,in the absence

of a

special pro-

vision,excape liability for the balance of the stock subscribed not yet
exempt him in

called for,by

sufficient

any ordinary case of individual

and the transferree
co'Leration

a transfer

,ri

and its

Harlford R.R.Co.

take his place

creditors(Webster

v Booiianl2

liability,

as regards the

v Upton,91

Conn.530;

to

U.S.65;

Billings v Robin-

62
In

Lowell on Trans .Stock,p .199).

son,28 Hun .122;

England shares in

companies !..e assi''nablc under the -,'o-

visions of the Companys Clauses Act 1345,and the Copanies
Act of 1362.
T.'n-

cases have held that tho sharchoider who was

such at the time

the delt was contracted ,:Tas the one liable

1
(Moss v 0 k-y,2
Hill 265; Taylor on Corp.

lihams v Harma,40
WVindham Ins.Co.
N.H.28S;

Ind.535; Larrabee v Bald'Tin,35
v Sprague,43 Vt.502;

the shareholder who is

Cal.155;

The Ohio

such at the time the

oration contracts the debt,is the one liable;

the liability

is

Wil-

Chesley v Pierce,32

Brown v HitchcocL,36 Ohio .667).

rule is,that
co

sec.718;

and

not discharged by transfer but the trans-

fcrree rmst indemnify the t-ansferrer(Harpold v Stobart,
46 Ohio,397;
v Meek ,7

See also Sales v Bates,15 R.I.

Tenn.69)

.

In

342; Jackson

Mioss v Oakley(supra) there

the charter of a Lining company declared the stockholders
jointly and severally personally liable for the payment
all

of

debts contracted by the company,and that any person

having a demand against the company w-ho had obtained judgment against it

and procured execution to be issued aginst

63
it

returned unsatisfied

,etc.,and

etc .,iht

ctockhcldeir etc.

It

brought

such as were

only against

debt w'as contracted,anC

hcld that

'jac

in

dicaton2
trar:,t

ceases upon the absolute
nerson capable
fo-n-er holders;
made to

indicate

the

of succeeding to the

liabilities

and provided that the transfer

con-

of them to a
of the
be not

an irresponsible person ig. defraud of creditors.
2 Eq.167;

Veiller

Midd]eton Bank v McG-i.,5

55 WTis.595; Root v Sumock,120

Sec.

3.

v Brown,12 Hun .571;

Bond v Appleton,8 Mass.470;

Conn.28;

Cleveland v Burhham

111.350;

Taylor,sec.720)

IRREGULAR TRANSFERS.

Near York when the naine of the transferree

;as put

the dividend book and the coiooration had paid him

dividends

for fouir years,it

fer and the

iR

respect to the shares,
transfer

Sharainka v Allen ,76 Mc .452;

in

in

so - Pter-

of provisions o'.

and reg:la<

(Hebdy's Case ,L.R.

In

becme

the absence

liability

could be

stockholders whicn the

or charters to

the statutes

e stockholder's

the suit

not those 'L-o

But in

-rard.

cue any

-.as held to be a good trans-

corporation could not recover from the trans-

64.
ferer(Cutting v Dame-el,83 N Y.410)

In most cases of

the shareholder ,-ill

irregular transfrs

towards

self of any liabilities

not divest hi-1-

creditors although lia-

bilitY nmay attach to the transferree(Shellington
53 N.Y.271) .

Still

transferree has done all
fer he is

in
in

England it

is

v Hiowland,

held that if

the

his po--fer to perfect the trans-

discharged from '-is liability

as C sharehocder

(Nations Case,L.R.3 Eq.77; Taylor Sec .539; Upton v Burnham,3 Biss.. 431; 8hellenam R.R.Co.

Where a valid transfer of stock bet":ecn the

Ca. 728).
parties ,as

v Daniel,2 En,:. R'y.

made but not consumated in

by statute ,i .e.

the form required

by entry upon the books of registry of

stockholders ,the transferrer was not divested of his liability as a stockholder to the creditors of the corporation(Shellin-,ton v How land, supra) .
Transfer

af'ter rhsolQefcy. .

It is the

j.icrican

doctrine that a transfer of shares in an insolvent corporation,made to an irr( sponsible person for the purpose of
getting -id of liability on the shares,is void both as
to the corporation and as to its creditors(Nattan v Whitlock,9 Paige ,15,2).

The En!dIish cases on the other

hand hold that a shareholder may transfer his shares to an

65.
person for the sole purpose of f'"•eein -] 1i.-

irresponsible

self from future

liability

on them,and provided the trans-

fer be absolute so that as between transferrer
ferec

the litter

does not hold the shares in

anc;_ transtrust for

the fomer,the transferrer will be free from future liabilities in respect of the shares(Jessopp's Case,2 DeG. & J
638; DePass'

Case,4 DeG.

,

J.

5J4;

Taylor,sec.749).

A stockholder, -rho h-akes a sale of stock and has the transfer re istered,is ,however

relieved from liability

futurc debts(,W1-efield v Fargo,90 N.Y.
stockholder

213).

for'
If a

shall be indebted to the corporations,the di-

rectors may reftse to consent to a transfer of his stock
until such indebtedness
section is

is

paid provided a copy of this

,,,ritten or printed upon the certificate of stock

(Stock Corp.Law.N.Y.
.

is

Sec .26).

By the dissolution of

bankinf- corpnoration the transferable

nature of the stock

destroyed,and a subsequent sale by a holder of stock

at the time of dissolution,transfers

only his right to the

balance which may be found due him after pa-ing all
debts due the bank(James v Woodruff,10 Paige,541;
son on Corps .see .2310).

his
ThornT-

06.
Sec. 4.

STATUTORY REQUIRE1E NTS.

"A book must be kept showing names of all
holders and open to
fer of stock shall
liable for debts
on this book.

the stock-

creditors,and declares that no
be valid except to

trans-

render the transferre

of the company until it shall be entered
An entry upon the books of registry of

stockholders is

required for the -nrotection of the com-

pany and its creditors and each may hold the

stockholders

to their liability as such until they have divested themselves of the title to their shares by a complete transfer
as prescribed by law.
(Laws N.Y.1843,cap.40;

No secret transfer will avail
Shellington v Howland,supra;

in Colorado ,Laws .Colo .1893 ,cap.49)
is

that a corporation

Also

The general rule

.

looks only to its books for the

purpose of ascertaining who are its
son on CorpsSec.2387).

shareholders(ThoL.'p-

A general doctrine is that un-

reistered transfers of shares are good as between the
parties

to them although they >ay not

be good as against

th

corporation itself or third persons(Gilbert v Mlanchester
Iron Man.Co . 11
Co.
u

10 Mass .476;
Canfield,26

arc

Wend.627;

Union Bank v Said,2 Wheat.390;

Minn.4)

so conflicting and the

safe rule is

Social Ins

Quiner v Marblehead

The authoritics
statutes

to seek for decisions

so

Baldin

on this
diver:-se

nder the

that

statutes.

subject
the only

67.
Chapter

II

W I T H D R A W A L.

Sec.

1.

No :-clase from subscription possible.

No action ar.ng the stockholders

though unani-

mously assented to bet-rteen them and their agentshowever
fomal and solemn,by

rhich they undertake to release them-

selves from their obligation to contribute
be allowed to stand in
ledge ,is

the face of w'hat with their know-

held out to those dealing with it

connection with the co - cration(Sawyer
Upton v Triblecock,91

capital,-iill

to be their

v Hoag,17 Wall .610;

U. S.43; Barron v Paine,33 Me .312;

Glerm v Garth,15 M. Y.

S.

202; See Spelling on Private

Corp s.sec .790)
Fraud.

Stockholder cannot be released

from his unpaid subscription on the gr.ounds that the subsc-intion was obtained by fraud and risepresentation of
the agent of the company(0'ilvio
3L0)

v Knox Ins.Co .22 Ho-,.

Or that his subscription was feigned and frau-

dulent,and that the corpany ,:ras pa'ty to the fraud,for his
subscription ,Aill be enforceable for the benefit

of other

subscribers and creditors(Gr-aff v Pits -ur,; R'y,31 Pa.St.
489;

Phoenix Wfarehouse

Co v Padger,,6 I-iun,2.3,affd. in

57

68-

N.Y .294;Taylor on Corps .sec.-523)
Sec.

2.

BANKING CORI ORATIONS.

The liiuditation of a stockdolder in
roration is

stated in

as follows:

"ITo person -TTo has in

the

Tev

a bankin,-, cor-

York Banking La7v1(sec.53)
good faith and 'ruithout

any intent to evade his liability as a stocldiolder,transfer
red hi7 stock on the books of the co-'rnorstion when solvent to any resident of this state of fill age,previous
to any default in

the payment of any debt or liability

of the corporation,sholl be subject to any personal liability

on account of the noi-pnayment of such debt or lia-

bility

of the corporation,but the transferee of any stock

so transferred previous to such default,shall
for any such debt or liability
extent of such stock in

of the corporation,to the

the same manner as if

the owner at the time the

be liable

he had been

corporation contracted such debt

or liability".
National Banks Transfers.
ership of stock in

The title

to and own-

a national bank can only pass by the

transfer on the books of the bank(Koons v Jeffersonville
Bank,89 Ind.178; National Bk.Act.sec.12; U.S
Sec .5139 (1364)) .

Rev.Stat.

69
Sec.

3.

WITHDRAWAL.
is

It
corporate

for the directors or the

inconpetent

paid up shares

the holder of partially

to permit

body

or shares to the ow:/nership of -rhich individual liability
attaches,to

withdraw in

stitution

of the

vi'es

any way not authorised by the con-

corporation,such perission

and will affect the right

to it (Chontean
20 Conn.

Ins .Co.

is

ultra

only of those assenting

v Floyd,7,!

vlo .236;

1Moann

178; Whitaker v Gruiroiond,68 Mich.249;

v Cooke,
Taylor,sec.

549 ) .
In
L.R.171)

a

leading Eng]is1h case,Spac'i.man

the directors granted to a

v Eva-ns,(3 H.S

dissentin7 shce-

holder leave to retire

from the

were

:rith the deed of settlement.

not in

accordance

shareholder's

company on conditions which

name "l-as for years removed

sharehold:rs.

The company

out his

and dividends ,ore

know: ledge

did not participate,nevertheless,it
should be inserted
wrincoup of the

in

changed its

The

from the list
:usiness

received in

wVith-

-rhich he

wras held that his neme

the list

of contributors

on the final

colwany.

A person who has

of

subscribed for shares cannot

70.
annul his subscription by giving notice to the agent with
whom he contracted(I.Lowe v E..?. Y.R'y

'o.1

Head(Tenn)659;

Rider v "orrison,54 "Td.429; In Preer v nhartien R'y (o.
96 Pa.St .391,-vrhere

defendant took a subscription book

from the agent of the company; subscribed therein,pursiaded others to do so and kept the book about six months and

then cut out hi s orn nane and returned the book to the
cororation.

It

was held that he wras liable on the sub.

scription as he had perfected a contract vith the company
and was bound as much as if
book(Taylor
sec.

4.

TRUST FUITT).

or before the trust in

307)

T

the

sec.551) .

Whether a fund is

v Punn,5

he had left his name in

.Y.

up.95;

aithdra:'n after insolvency

favor of creditors attaches.(Wood

Purran v "ank,qt.

Of Ark.

5 -10.

and after insolvency,thee beinc: no longer any sur-

plus out of -:Thich to pa.,, dividendsthe shareholders
e4 to have

any interest in

cease

the general assets and they be-

come a trust fund for the exclusive benefit of creditors.

(Spelling on Priv.Corps.sec.716).

71.
SURREN])ER.

5.

Sec.

If
or if

the conoation

for any reason

is

it

cannot

shares.a shareholder will

in

legally

22 U.Y.9) .

it,he

dall
a

acquire

its

ovrn
he may

shares to it,even

roissuc them(Iatter

of Reciprocity

though
Bank,

And whatever money or property he receives

from the corporation in
to

circumstances,

not avoid any liability

be subject to by surrLendering his
the co m.oration

f.iling

payment

for his shares transferred

will hold subject to the claims o 1

v Lincoln,52

Conn.73;

creditors(Cran-

Taylor on Corps.sec.552)

But

.

shareholder ho,:ever' ,who surrenders unpaid stock to a cor-

poration is

not

claim accrues
15 Mo.

App.55;

Sec.
SLU0 TION.

6

liable

after

thereon to

the credito's

the surrender(Johnson

v Lullman,

Carter v Union Printing Co.,
STATUTES ABROGATING

.

The enormous

injustice

mon law has been met by statutes

whose

54 Ark.576

COMION LAW DIS-

of the rules

of the

abolishing them in

comlari-

our forns and va-ious means the common lavr principle that
the debts d6'e by o,
dissolution
v

to

a corporation ae

and providing for survival of

Chase,18 P-ck.C6;

Franklin

extinguished by
such debts(Folger

?anh v Cooper,31

1."o.179;

72.
Thompson on Corps .sec .6733.

If

the capital

be divided leaving any debts unpaid,evey
ceiving his share of the
be held liable pro

stock should

stockholder re-

capital stock would,in equity,

rata to contribute

of such debts out of the fund in

to the discharge

his o' n hands(2 Soory.

]q.Ju:r.sec.1252; Wood v Daurmier,$ Mason 3OC;Vose v Grant,
13 Mass.515;

Thompson on Corps.29613

the -'.ope..t.o

has been divided amnong the stockholders a

Accordingly ,-hen

judgement creditor,after the retarn of an execution

against

the corporation unsatisfied,m.y maintain a creditor's bill
against a single stockholder(Hastings
Bartlett v Drew ,57

N.Y.537),or against

v

:evr,76

,IT.Y.9;

as many stockholders

as he can find within the jurisdiction to char-e him or
them to the extent of the assets thus diverted,and it
i,-naterial

is

,vhether he grt them by fair agreement with his

associate or by an act
Dummer,supra;

rTrongful as against them(VJood v

Thompson on Corps.sec.2963)

Insolvency of the corT o-:'ation is

no defence to

a suit brouet to collect a subscription(Delt
Valley R'y.Co.21 I1.91)

v Yabase

73.

III.

Chapter

OF S1-AR]ES.

FORFEITURE
Sec.

1

non-payment

The corporation may forfeit
of calls

constitution

of the

shares for

when power to do so is
corporation,but

lax(Matter of Lon,-- Island R.

Co.

sec .546).

foreiture

And by a v lid

cannot

19 Wend.

riven by the
do so by a bye

37;

Taylor,

of shares the re-

lations between the shareholder and the corporation are
terminated and the corporation can maintain no subsequent
action for calls(Small
But porter to

sue

a

v Herkimer Mfg.Co . 2 IT.Y.330) .

shareholder

d:ivon by statute(Lexington R.

after
R.

Co.

a forfeiture
v Chandler

may

be

, 13 Met.

311).
The New York
sec.

=3,

Stock

that subscriptions

-oration

shall

required
and all
of the

to

the capital

be paid at such times and in

as the board of di'ectors
defa"ult shall

Corporatlon Law, provides in

be made

cor-

such instalment

may by resolution require.
in

previous payments

If

the payment of any instalment,as

by such resolution,the

corporation after

stock of a

board may declare the

stock

thereon forlieited for the u7e
the exniration

of sixty days from

stockholder,p-1sonally or

the service on the defaultin2
by ,--ail Cirected to

Th.i,written notice requirin-- him to

make payment within sixty Cays 1Dro.
notice,and stating that in
stock and al

-revious

the

case of failure

a

to do so,is

-payments thereon -::iJl be

for the uqsje of the co-poratiogi.
statute

cervic6 of the

Follo-i,-rn-

the Tcew York courts have held tat

stoc-holder

ceases upon a sale of 'i

And after

lproceeded a-ainst

forfeiture,a

the above

tbe liability

of

stoch LAits transfrE

on the books of the corporation(Tuc]-er
189).

forfeited

v Gillman,121

subscription

for unpaid calls(Iffheeler

1T.Y.

cannot be

v i.Iillar,90.

N.Y.353) ,for his stock becomes the property of the corporation(/7eeks
Corp
feiture
tion

Law.

v Silver Islet

p .67).

If

but rather
on its

losing his

rights

by

I.ich

.501;

directors

not

1"Jones

str

ictly

opinion,the

a strict

weficiency(
T.fg..Go,

v

forfeitu-re

by which the cooration

a for-

of a corporaac-

sh-areholder 'jhile

Lierrirac
--iall

Bus.

noticethen

as a shareholder,uemains

Her'dme-

where there is

there is

Y.

. sale of them after

-revailing

corporation for the
14

54 1T.

a foreclosure of the lIen

shares

cording to the

Co.

,21

liable

etc.

to the

v B1geley,

Wend.273)

But

.

by resolution of the
seizes

the

flares

to

75.

holder :ith
a

This severs thc connection of the share-

own use.

its

the corpor<.tion,and

stochlho-der,or

sc :

tion.

Robinson,

valid

in

to be further

La.

619)

if

b- their

is

being

'

cCaulay v

the forfeiture

collusive

invalid in

o'

to

ultra

be

vires,he

future pur-oses,

respect of something

remains liable

the event of it-

in

Y.

cannot waive,and which cannot be cured

acquioscence,he

creditors

n

ceases to be

for his unpaid sub-

2 stockholder for all

the forfeiture

which the parties

11 7.

As,

the sense of not

thereby ceases to be
but

liable

(Mills v Stewart,
1

ho thereupon

12 Ch. Div. 191;

to the cympany's

incolvenc-(Exp.

Trading

Ca. 39; Thompson on Corps.

1 App.

Co.

sec.

1792) .
Sec.

2.

RELEASE UNDER INSOLVENCY LAW.

It
chsr~ing

was held in

a corporation

Imv of that

state,

Minnesota that a

from its

eleases

judgnent

dis-

debts under the insolvency

and discharges the stockholders

from the individual liability imposed upon them by a pro-

vision of the constitution(Tripp v No-thiestern INatL Bank.
41 Mlinn..O0)

.

About tuo weeks after this decision was

-endered the legislature of Minnesota enacted a statute
providing: "That the relaase of any debtor under this in-

73.
solvency
parnt7

act

liable

shall not

operate to disch' ige

as securit,,s'antol

3IS89,

debt" (Minn. Laws,

any other

or othornise,foY

cap.

the

sem-e

30).

A groat nmirber of cases hold that an alteration
of the

constitution

affecting

co'-o rate enterprise
scription,
a

a

Wrhich

Co.

change

.

31 Pa.

the

ould be to enforce

the sharehodder never miade.

v Armndt

in

shareholder from his sub-

and on the theory that this

contr'act

Turnpike

releases

a radical

(Manhein etc.

317; Ricluaond St.

R'y Co

37 Wis .162)
3.

Sec.

In
l!,(5

ALTER OF

The Hartford & New Haven Railroad Co v Cross-

-Till ,338) ,case ,-he1o the action -:as to recover

certain

instdi7ents

peared that

upon the stock subsc-iption,it

the charter of tho railroad

altered,giving

them authority to

steamboats 'to be used in
right

deem ex-pdient

'200,000,and
tors

it

'.as

nor a lEajority

-lteration
aific.

CHARTER.

that

ap-

company

had been

- urchase such number of

connection w9th the road as they

provided the saiunt did not exceed
held that

neither

of the stockholders

so as to bind the

defendant

he was therefore absolved fro-

the board of direccould

sanction the

-thout

his consent,

all

liability

upon

77.
his J-ub;zcription.

Sec.'..

.. ...
U.l

OF LIM,ITATIOITS.

_ariz-ol e- s

rn,to

-Mbscrint ion ,bc rorded

the extent of thel

-i,-'t

unpaid

as trustees for creditors,and ac-

cordfncly the statute of limitations does not -r
the

'

2f ainst

of creditors to enforce the payment of unpaid

%iibscrirtions until the corporation has ceased to be a
goinr! concern(Allebone
Corps.

v Haer 4(U Pa.

S.48: Taylor- on

sec.709).
New Yor!'

Statute of Limitations.

Yo-]: Stock Cor-orat'on Law provides in

section 55: "No

stockholder' shall bc pe sonsl i- liable foco-oi'ati.on not
is

any debt of the

m)ayTable .-Tithin two years f-rom the tine it

contracted,nor unless an action for its

be brought against the corporation
the debt becomes due;
a

The New

',ithin

collection

shall

twTo years after

and no action shall be brought againt

stockholder after he shall have

ceased to be a stock-

holder for any debt of the comooration,unless brou:'iit
within t.,o ye,-rbe a stochholder"

from

the time he shall hrve ceased to
It

folloy,-s froi- th-is enactlcent that

whenever an exi-tinr- stockholder shall
interest in

be divested of his

or control over the a 2'd'airs of a co-operation,

78.
whether by volunt2rily t-ansfcr'ng
person .o

co:,pulsory ar by forfeiture

of the company,the
two

his share to another

tie

rears the st-.tutory

longer liable

upon the declaration

be Jins to run,and at the end of
limit is

reached,

for any debt of the

nd he is

corporation.

no
The sane

result must follow upon the actual dissolution of the corroration by formal judgment or surrender of its corporate
-i '.hts,franchises and privileges

(Hollingshead

v Woodward,

107 N. Y. 100).

Chapter
BA!\TXRUPTCY OF THE
See.

1.

IV.
SHAREHOLDER.

Shares in a corporation being property,

pass by an assignment in bankruptcy,and

a sale of such

shares by the assignee in bankruptcy and an order of the
court in bankruptcy would,as

a general rule,terminate the

liability of the bankrupt in respect
son on Liab.Stock. sec. 243).

of such shares(Thoip-

79.

Chapter
BY
Sec.
tives

The

1.

DEATH.
liability

of personal

representa-

of deceased shareholders.
The executors

shareholders
principle
of their
6 R.

V.

I.

are

liable

or administrators

as contributors,not

as other trustees,but
trust

estates(New

154).

assets

(Diven v See,36 N.
namely,that

in

on the same

general only in

England Corn.

And ,Thenever the

attaches the

of deceased

Bank v Stock-holders

liability

of' partners

of deceased shareholders
Y.

302).

share

are liable

The American doctrine

the estate of a

for h- s contributory

respect

deceased shareholdo;
of the losses of the

the same as for any other of

'is

debts.(Grew

is

is,

liable

conpany

v Breed,

10 Met . 569 ) .
The Noxr Yo-k Statute provides that
and funds in

the hands of the adainistrator

trustee,shall

be

extent as the

testator

interested

such tru-st find

in

liable

in

the like

or intestate,or

the estates
?uardianor

manners,and to the same
the vrard or person

ould have been if

he had beaY

SO.
living incompetent
his

to

act

o'wn nane ,unless it

and held the ssx-e stock in

appears that such exec'.tor,,pular-'

dian or trmustee voluntarily
such stock,in
.

:uhich

tocI:holder(Ne-T

invests thc trust

funds -N

case he shall be per.sonally liable

York Stock

Corp

as

.La,,,i.sec .54)

Statutes which -merely inmose upon stockholders an
indiviolual liability
not being penal in

fotheir

the debts of the
naturethe

liability

ed does not die with the stockholder,but
may be enforced against his
personal
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CONCLUSION.
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the dangers heretofore mentioned,and the authorities cited
show that but fe7 persons can afford to act upon their
judgment and knowledge of these bodies corporate.

